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SKINNER 
on "The Fall of 
Andrew Young" 
It is a pity that Mr. Randall 
Batterman distorted my lec-
ture on the "Fall of Andrew 
Young," and took the oppor-
tunity to give his own ver-
sion of that tragic affair. 
Those persons who heard me 
'could .judge for themselves 
the difference between what 
I hoped was a scholarly dis-
cussion of the event, and 
the vitriolic diatribe of 
your reporter •. My first re-
action was to ignore this 
sophom~ric rhetoric, but 
courtesy to your readers 
prompted me to request this 
"right to rep+y." Rather 
than tilt with Mr. Batterman 
I shall list the main points 
of my discourse for the ben-
efit of those who did not 
hear it: 
and distance that the Boston 
aristocracy has always re-
served for exotic peoples). 
2- Although black leaders 
recognized that u.s. Ambas-
sadors to the U.N. such as 
Adlai Stevenson, Arthur 
Goldberg and Daniel Moynihan 
all ran afoul of the Depart-
ment of State, they applaud-
ed President Carter's ap-
pointmentof Andy Young to 
that position. They hoped 
that the Ambassador could 
improve u.s. relations with 
Africa (their major foreign 
policy concern) and the 
. Third World. 
3- It was ironic, but di-
alectically intriguing, that 
Ambassador Young fell over 
,the Middle Eastern question-
an issue which was of pro-
fessional interest ,to him 1- u.s. ,Foreign policy has 
always been made bya small 
elite. Since blacks have 
been excluded from that 
group they have not been 
able to influence foreiqn 
policy (cf. Kissinger's com-
.~ plaint that McGeorge Bundy 
'2 had always ty:eated him with 
,~,~_,:"'~.& that mixture of politeness 
and of marginal interest to 
many blacks, but of great 
interest to many of our 
Jewish citizens. When the 
Arnbas'sadol." was forced to .~~ 
resign many blacks felt that 
he was being made a scape-
goat by an administration 
. 
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RACISM, SE.XISM and ALIENATION 
in the LIBERAL' ARTS by Jonath,an Feldman 
-i " . • 
Contradictions are problems that reveal the foundations 0/7 which a 
$ociety is based. In Jjefining contradictions, we may accept two def-
initions: (one) the ideology or world view of the ruling class and status 
I quo,' (l'.':lo) the ideology that gets to the root of problems and challenges 
the definition of tbestatus. quo an.d shows how contradictions and their 
interpretation by people will shake the foundations of society. In this 
article I have chosen to define contradictions in the second way. I do 
not deny the possibility of defining contradictions in ways other than 
the tw.o describl!d above. Yet~ in choosing any but the second defini-
tion (in its widest possible meaning) one /s likeiy to leave contradictions 
in place or accept opinions that objectively serve the status quo (whose' 
very power tends to be based on the existence of contradictions). I will 
now discuss two contradictions, raci!>tn and sexism. The way in which 
we de(jne them will affect the way in which we will respond to them as 
political actors, citizens, students, faculty, administration and graduates. 
We are a nation founded on the genocide of American Indians. We. 
are a nation whose economic system fosters racism. We are a nation 
in which the conc~ntration of economic wealth has created a divided 
society, an exploited working class and an exploiting class. The liberal 
arts college treatS these problems as ideas. Liberal learning is based on 
abstractions. The society thr~~!led with racism, nuclear genocide 
and economic exploitation is viewed through the abstraction of 
. academic departments: 
politics, history, economics, sociology, science,' etc. Do these departments 
'through curriculum and faculty fully respond to society's contradictions? 
At Bard,the student population is based on divisions. Economically de-
prived students. women students, black students and gay students in various 
wayshave unequal opportunities in society as a whole and at Bard as well. 
While it can be argued that we are regarded as equals by the administration, 
all of us have different histories before we come here. We also have different 
economic rclationshirs with Ludlow. When the tuition is raised it affects 
,different Bard students in different ways. For example, the recent tuition 
hike affected HEOP enrollees hi a different way than other students because 
a J a rge po rti on of HE 0 P enroll ee tu i ti on 1P=~J::3:n:~J;:1'j;:3::o:::IJ;:8;;;a;;;8:ii:lJ;:8:n::;:~ 
funding is dependent on the state. For 
students whose tuition comes from 
parents, tuition hikes represent a phe-
':l0mena whose influence depends on 
familial income. Therefore, if state 
policies with regard to HEOP change, 
some Bard students will be effected 
more severely than others. I n other 
words, the notion that students at Bard 
have an "equal opportunity" may be 
more myth than fact. 
Our different personal histories af-
fect the needs_ we have as students in 
curriculum and educational rolicy. 
Students who belong to groups that are 
disadvantaged have a need to develop 
consciousness of their exploitation, its 
causes, relationships with ,the larger 
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c~ughttrying to change ' i~s ' that old bromide of "Inter-
Middie East policy. Ap- " " j. national Jewry" the Jewish 
parentlythe Is~aelis and , leaders naturally protested. 
some American Jewish leaders' The Israelis qomplained 
' also felt this way. They, that the black preachers 
. therefore, did not ask that' 'were out of their depth,,~n~ 
YQung should resign, but . d'id" ndt 'unae'rs't:and ' forei'gri . 
attacked his meeting wi~h policy. The black foreign 
the p.L.b., and by infer- ' policy experts agree but 
ence, ' U,S. policy. Then find it instructive that 
when the New York Post, • the result of this unfortu-
which Blacks erroneously riate 'affair is that they 
b~lieved was the mouthpiece might now have an easier 
for a segmerit of the New time joining the foreign 
York Jewish establishment, policy establishment. 
,carried a banner headline 4- Israel is in a rather 
, stating: "Fire Him!" the difficult position. She has 
' issue was joined. The grow- a debilitating war time eco-
ing breach between the Jews nomYi galloping inflation; 
and Blacks caused, in part, a growing exodus of her peo-
by the Bakke and Weber pIe (there might soon be as 
cases widened. many Israelis in New York 
It was unfqrtunate that City as in Tel Aviv); and 
black leaders .catapulted a a world which is growing 
domestic issue into the more sympathetic to t4e 
' fore"i'gn poiicy arena, and Palestinians. These factors 
that Reverend Jack'son of all demand a radfcal ch.;lnge 
PUSH and Reverend LQwery of in her ' foreign policy (no~e 
SCLC decided to go to the ,the implication of Foreign. 
,Middle East. They were al- Minister Dayan's recent res-
legedly attempting to defend' ignation). 
'Andrew Young, and to ' ~elp 5- ,The U.S. will shift its 
the U.S. shift its Middle Middle East policy as a 
East policy-- a policy which , function of its changing 
they felt was still support~ position in the evolvi~g 
ad by many American Jews, global political economy. 
but no longer in American Arab oil is only one factor 
national interest. StrUng by as the U.s. tries to accom-
what they considered to be odate the demand for a New 
.... ~ .... ~ .. ~ ................. International Economic 
Bard Times is 'the official Order. There is a need for 
newspaper ot the Bard 001- a national concensus over 
lege community. Letters to the Middle East and one in 
the Edi~rs'and other in- which.the blacks partici-
~~;ries should be sent\to pate. But onqe that concen~ ' 
Box 85, Bard College, sus has been achieved, then 
Annandale-on-Hudson, N.Y. the foreign policy experts 
12504. The contents of should be permitted to do 
Bard, Times are copyright their job. One can be sure 
1979-19S0, unless other- that foreign states would 
wise stated. All op~nions take advantage of any 
expressed in this publica- , internal divisions in the 
tion are not necessarily U.S., and to the detriment 
the opinions of the of all its citizens. 
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Batterman did not report 
these main points of my 
talk. He is concerned about 
bigotry, and s~ are we all. 
The U.S. rejected the Third 
World's asserion that 
"Zionism is racism. II We 
must also reject the notion 
that criticism of Israelis 
policy or that of Nigeria 
is bigotry. Np, Mr. Batter-
Batt~rman the Tiger of big~ 
otry is probably only b~rn­
ing bright in your mind. Do 
not be like the little boy 
who cried: "Wolf." 
Sincerely, 
Elliott P. Skinner 
Visiting Professor 
JOURNALISTS, 
Thursday, November 15: 4:30-6:00 
Coll./Committee Rooms 
Kline Commons ....... . 
cc. •••• How can I ever get a' job if' pub-
lishing at: journalism or television .,) 
when I did my senior project on 
Plato and majored, in philosophy? •. tt 
Discussions on opportunities for lib-
eral arts graduates in the ~corri.munica· 
tions field....... Participants include 
documentary producer for CBS;' 
senior editor at Viking Press; John 
Weisman, Bureau chief for TV Guid. 
in Washington D.C. 
BATTERMAN'S lhigic Affair. 
In response to the letter 
to the editor from Doctor 
"crying wolf" and proclaims 
he will not tilt with me .. 
I hastily ,concede that my 
prose is at 'the very best 
soph~~or~~ . but_~ ~~liged.to 
add that Dr. Skinner's self-
J , .., . Co \ 1 I I 1 · • I ~ :- .... -" 
styled: ,"scholarly discus- ' 
sion" was sadly not the one 
the Bard Times. Unhappily, he indicates he delivered ,in 
it raises more questions his letter. My transcription 
Elliot Skinner, visiting 
professor of Anthropology at 
Bard: The letter purports' to be a:reply to this ' rePort~ 
er"s 'article, which .appe'ared 
in the O~tober 25th issue of 
than it answers! of the evening, my memory, 
and the corroboration of \ The article, entitled 
"Tiger at the Gates" was a other participants is both 
faithful and indeed scrupu-- firm and correct. My only 
lous account of a lecture 
hosted by Dr. Skinner one 
" October evening at Kline 
Commons. The lecture was ac-
curate with regard to the 
facts,and conservative with 
regard to the malignant im-
pact of the performance. 
I had hoped that Dr. 
error in reporting was to 
o~it the one of Dr, Skinners 
comments which I felt was 
Ski~ner, as an honorable, 
intelligent man, would care-
fully re-examine his posi-
tion and realize its explo-
so outrageously slanderous 
that it was best left un-
told. Considering the state-
ment in point three of his 
letter that the Middle East-
ern question was of marginal 
interest to many blacks, I 
feel compelled to repeat it 
now. At ~he scholarly dis-
cussion in question, Dr. 
Skinner said the Holocaust sive potential. , . ' . 
I was. confident that Dr. was , also of;marginal inter-
Skin~er, ' ~h~ ··h'~d; conceivab- 'est. bec?,-llse,. tn contrast . ,wi th 
ly,suffered from bigotry, Mussolini whose legions dec-
wo~ld surely grasp the ex- imated Black Ethiopians, the· 
tremely thin membrane separ- Blacks were "indifferent" to 
ating self righteous intel- Hitlers slaughter of White 
lectual anti-semitism fram Jews. h f' . 
its more popular brutal man- ' As to t e ~ve p01nt pre-
ifestation. cise submitted by Dr. Skinner 
in his le~ter which he de-I had naively expected a 
"meo maxima culpa" and a 
sincere apology, which was 
to be followed by my , re-
lieved acceptance and a 
grateful handshake. I was 
I scribes as the main point of 
his discourse, lack of space 
and time prevents the thp-
rough and thoughtful response 
they deserve. Failing the 
emergence of a more compe-
wrong. - te"ilt ':protagonlst:',' ('tfrwfl1r .;<4,( ~ In his reply, Dr. Skinner' 
has chosen not to defend, 
recant nor even comment upon 
the events other than to 
characterize the reporting 
of them as "sophomoric, dis-
torted and vitriolic," ad-
jectives, which contrast viv-
idly with those he reserves 
for himself: "courteous and 
scholarly. II He shrugs off 
my angered reaction as 
cheerfully do'so in a later 
issue. In any event this is 
not the precise of the dis-
cussion we heard. 
What I witnessed was not 
merely a "tragic affair. 1I It 
was the gospel of the second 
crucifixion of a twentieth 
century messiah, Andrew 
Young, who was nailed by 
that same old bunch of vil-
lains, the Jews. 
TO THE EDI TORS: ta;Lly excluded and thus de-
nied-,any : expe:rience .of , its 
I heard Dr.. Elliot " pSy,chplogy t its' procedures 
Skinnerl'stalk 'on liThe Fall and techniques. The second 
of Andrew Young" on Thursday point was that the foreign 
ni9ht, October 4th, from its policy establishment of a 
beginning through the end of modern nation-state has to 
the question period, but serve the interests of the 
what I heard was not the nation as a whole, the na-
ta~k reported by Randall tional interest, not the 
Batterman in the last issue various interests of the 
pf the Bard Times. I think separate groups that com-
that it is absolutely essen- prise the nation. 
tial that the community be These two factors, Dr. 
given access to the talk Skinner was saying, le~ to 
that I heard, for the sake Andy Young's so-called 
of fairness to Dr. Skinner, ItFall." He did not blame 
and for the sake of inform- undue Jewish pressure or 
ing those who have to rely influence, either in the 
on a newspaper account of United States or 'from 
an event they were not able 'Israel, for Young's depar-
to attend in person. ture. Indeed, he took some 
Dr. Skinner made two main time to describe the se-
points, .about Andy Young's , quence of events between 
departure from the U.N. Both Young's meeting with PLO 
were concerned with the na- . representatives and the fin-
t~re of the ~iplomatic ser- al firing, in order to dem-
V1ce, and ne1ther was re- onstrate that, given the 
motely related to any issue context of the diplomatic 
of anti-Semitism. The first serVice and the way events 
was the point that American took place w1th that frame-
foreign policy is made by work, Israel was bound to 
an Elite, from which blacks protest, and President 
have historically been to- Cont. Nexd)age 
• . .. . . , ... . ........ w " .... .... ~ .... - .... ..... ,. ... -~- ............ - ' _ .. _ ' . ' . ...... ~ . . ...... • 
November i5, 1979 " BARP TIMES 
TO THE EDITORS: Continued inal comment to make-- name-
" -' ly that an a#proach to the c~rter obliged to respond b~ 'Palestinians is one of the 
firing Young. first opportunities blacks 
I hftard nothing i~ t~e talk-have had to participate in 
in suppo~t o~ the nc:'t10n, .. - Amer.ican Foreign policy:,"" __ 
th.;\t ,a Jewi~l1~~o~t.~o~~e<:l .' __ making, an~ t~a.~ Jac~s~n, may: 
press:!.u. fmt~r:t;c:a_~;-1ted tc?. be , using a cnance to make 
force" Young ' out' .. On "the eon~, ~ the black voice heard. 
trary, pro Skinner asked Here again, the comment was 
the audience whether it - as far removed as possible 
knew who was, in chaX"ge of 'from is~ues of Black vs. 
the New York Post, and, when Jew ~r' a~ti -Semi tism in t?e 
no one knew, answere~ his black c~unity, in terms of 
own question to the effect _ which the ' Andrew Young fir"'; , 
< " that Dorot~y Schiff had ing has unfortunately been 
sold the p~per several years, much talked about. These 
; ago to an Australian , .' issues were in the air 
i (Gentil~). This whole ques- around us at Dr. Skinner's 
1 tion-and-answer was surely talk, but I did not hear' 
; designed to demonstrate that_" them in the talk itself, 
Ivery few people know who ~ either stated directly or does own and operate the implied. If anything, Dr. 
jAmeriCan press, and that Skinner managed to cool down 
the idea that ,the press is an overheated subject, and ~Jewish-controlled is b~6ed to emerge, like the profes-
,on inaccurate infor.mat10n sional diplomat he is, hav-
:and is no~ in fact q:ue. I ing tr~ated with respect 
, : On the d1sagreement among ~ all of the...- participants in 
:blacks themsel~es over Jesse_the affair-- Mr. Young, 'the 
?acks~>n ' ,8 meet1ngs with PLO U. N., the 'nation-states .in-
: lea¢lers, ' I did not hear the - volved and the diplomatic 
- ! "warm embraces" or the ,,_ servic~ which he obviously 
1 "cynical economic arguments , understands and serves. that Mr. Batterman did. I -l . . , . . , , , 
' Idid think ~a~ Dr. Skinner Ruth Oja 
-had an inte~esiting and orig-
Qn '51? u l 
1 '" _'- L __ ,,-- 1 
Dear Sirs; All I can say is, I was, 
I'm writing in resppnse to--gla~to see that there's at 
your Oct. 25 artic~e, least one real man on cam~~. 
; "Spence,r ,Tackles t~e ,'- 'pus. I knoyo.r I may be out of 
' Issues." I know it's not , '~line to say this, but ~~." , IrealJJ-'y.:::p:r.:9P!:tr_~9.i:v9:.' ).A{1Y_:t9,,_sp~p~~,J:> i~, ~ w~::~~ ~t ~':"" '.' 
idiscuss such things openly, gaged to be marr~ed I would 
- -ibut I feel -that 'in this ' --certainly be wearing a lit-
" ' cas~ I must express myself. ~:tleext_~a perf~e , a-=o~~ ~ , 
: I, too, am sick to d,eath 9f you! Of course, :: 'mllot. say,· 
-the shameless and sloppy at-- "ing that my man 1S not Just 
(titude oi the students at _as much a m(in as , you are" I Bard. ,despite what people may 
: I don' t know where the ,-think from outward appearan-
giris here were bro~ght up, ces.' 
' but I know my mother , would Anyw~y"I just wanted to 
.never approve of me running,- say that I :e:or one am glad 
' around without, well, prop- someone has finallY,spoken 
ler lingerie underneath my --out ' for ~ora~ity and the 
~ ~iothes. And the. young men! · '-all-American high :i,.deals of 
' TheY'r'e certainly, not, hus"" "', yesteryear" , "when , !ll~~ ,"w,ere 
"band material, I can ' tell '-men, ~d.women o/e're gl:C!:d of 
~ you that. What's a girl to -it." Forget these Bard pa_Il::-
do? Unfortunately, it seems sies. Give me a clear-
: the girls here would rather - mincied, tough-as-!lails 
'compromise their virtue ., "Cleveland a~hlete the 
than- do without a boyfriend. li~es of yaul Spencer any 
Just remember, girls: a man - 'day! 
won't buy a cow wh~n -he's .-'. " Very truly yours, 
getting the milk for no- .1.~_, Miss Gwen Ellen McKenna r 
thin~! ~ --i--W-!" .-J~J _1_ L., ~! ' 
I _ 
E - Country 
Denim · jean 
~hop 
- - - - - - -- - -1-- . -, - I ~-i c.Bard GFreshman Quiz . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
To be successful at Bard, a student must be awar~ of certain facts. 
The following is a test for the freshmen and a review for the rest 
of us on ,such topics as music, drugs, graffitti and herb teas. 
I ' C;:hpos~ the, q~s,t. aTJs"Y~r for each: 
I 
I 1. What is a Wanker? 
I a) Slang for kleenex 
I b) Instrument used in circumcisions. 
I c) Leon. " 
2. What is a SAGA meaf .best .used for? 
I a) Munchies .. 
I b) Recreational proJe~tlles 
I c) Unclogging the drain. 
I d} 'Cloggmg the drain. 
I 3~ What is morning thunder? 
I i a) A tea, drunk as a stimulant or to induce vomltmg. 
I : b) Sex at dawn. , I . " I 
, c) The feeling in your head and stomach after teqUila I J I, 
I night at Adolph's. I 
I '4. What do these three men have in common: Bob Dylan, I 
I I Chevy Chase and Art Carlson? I 
I a) Rugged good looks. I 
I b) Beautiful singing voices. 
I c) Notoriety. I 
I d) All of the above. I 
I 5. What is the most appropriate attire for a Bard soiree? I 
I a) Blue jeans (fly open). I 
b) A toga. I 
II c) Saran wrap.. d 't h t h pens I. d) Any old thing, Just so you on care w a ap I 
~ ; to it. , " I 
I : 6. What is down the Road? I 
I ' a) Untamed wilderness. I 
I I b} The beach. I 
1 c) More of the same. 
t 117. Why is Bard known as the little red whorehouse on the Hudson? I I a) Because it's little. . , : 
I b) Because it's red. , 1! c) Because it's on t,he Hudson. . ' I 
• Cut out and send with answers to Bard TImes, bQX 85. ___ -.J 
l - '- - - --= - - - - - - - '7tom-s in ""i-es~rch and com-ft'ot ~ l· nStne -' position; after perf,orming &~ Isuch duties, augmenting Presen S· the aggravation by adding 
, • I a menial chore is a slap in , 
I am not a history student. lthe face. In extreme cases, 
Do you know why? The reason 'such as mine in high 
is simple: Analytical papers !school, the typing require-
,do not bother me, but the ment instills a dread 
typing requirement drives roe which causes the person to , 
;up the wall. Ido not like procrastinate until the 
. to type and in' most cases deadline forces him to act. 
refuse to do so. I think i The non-typist is dis-
that the purpose of an edu- "criminated against. It 
; cation is to learn subjects Itakes up time that could 
' and not secret~ial skills. be used for something in-
, I know many people, even lit telligent. One can pay to ~, students,who say they ima- have his paper typed, but 
,gine their teacher's ,faces _ : this costs money that some 
'while punching away at those of us can ill afford. A 
keys. friend suggested we hand-
There are arguments both wri te oUr papers and pay 
for and against typing. The ' the typing fee to the prof-
person who can type a hun- : essor.. Somehow, I don't 
dred words per minute or the think that would work in 
studemt who finds it easier I this school. Besides, 'why 
: to compose his thoughts on a : should we pay for the pri-
typewri ter is n~t going to ! vilage o:l someone reading 
' handwrite his papers. Some our papers~ 
people find typing prefer- , ,My suggestion fs simpl~: 
able to their own writing there are some sincerely 
and some type for personal wonderful peo~le, including 
: gain. ,Fine, but the rest, Burt Brody, who never 
, consisting of a large number: learned how to write leg-
'Of people who use the two ibly; for them, there are 
',finger method, are forced to typewriters. Professors 
i waste endless hoUrs slaving have the right to receive 
away at a counter-productive material from their pupils 
activity which has nothing which is readable and stu-
: to do with the learning ex- dents would have the right 
perience. The professor to decide how they want to 
THE RHINEBECK' JEANS , states he cannot read the . package their assignments. 
' ARTIST'S SHOP TOPS : handwriting of some of his The co):npromise is ,to give· 
Art Suppijel SHI'RTS " students. I do sympathize, the student a choice to ', ' 
f« BIBS but any pupil who is not wi~ either type or print his 
Ptc>feuionall&Hobbyilti ACCESSORIES ling either to type or print pap~~s neatly. If this 
CU$tan and Ready made Pramina , legibly deserves what he gets,. , system ever comes into !':.?=  9 So. Broadway Red Hook N.Y. ." Typing ' a paper, in some practice at this sch<><:> 1 , 
......... N .. YorllllS71 914-758.;5500 cases is addi.ng , insult to I might even take a ?1story. 
" , d y '. ' self next time you lazy ass. "4-1'7~ n- ~:x)I=OQCoCoc:tOC>OC=oIcaoocoe:ccc~, ~'~~ 1 .. _ ' injury. One spen s man course .TYp~ I.t ~our. _ f -the Edi!ors ~ n-.·Frl. N." .. !:JOSat. 100~JtJ ~. ~ _ " j l.-.,--,, :.... _~, __ "';'_~--=, --=--=":=-_~_~_=_, ~ __ --::: ... ! 
" 
~ 
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SEXISM and ALIENATION in theLIBER.Al Continued from page o~e. 
·political economy, and why Board of Trustee's agenda. 
they are differ~t because The problem is not one 'of 
:·of d~scrimt!l,ation. The J?res- . intentions but the values 
. ent faculty and administra-" employe,din jiIdging the . 
. /::.ig~ ,~¥ .p;r ~7( n;t fe~l. . seriousness of the" ileed. 
. that they should respond to The ' ~ee2i' to' "raise con~cious'''' 
these needs. Ulti~tely, ness is not met with 
. their response will reflect funds from , the John Bard 
, student consciousness and iecture series, nor is there 
!articulation of student ~ an ' independent targetted re-
needs, as well as student sponse to the need. What was 
power in influencing educa-. ..moreimportant to develop: 
tional policy. a Bard Center removed from 
Bard·should develop courses' student control and needs or 
. th~t respond to society"s ' ' a targetted response-- on 
,contradictions and ne'ed,s the same scale as the Bard 
.of groups who are victims Center-- to the problems of 
' of sexual and racial dis- raising consciousness 
crimination. The curriculum 
"should offer a crt t,ique of 
:society as it discriminates 
. and· ~hould offer the widest 
', ·range "of analytical tools 
to eXplain and challenge 
discrimination. Bard must 
move toward solving soci-
ety's contradictions as 
they appear wi thin the c01-. 
lege before it can look 
'w~th a view towards chang-
ing society as a whole 
thro'ugh 9urriculum (or the 
Bard center for that matter) 
The contradiction of racism 
and sexism is found in the 
number of black faculty and 
through curriculum? 
We can only learn the true 
,contradiction of racism if 
racism is taught to us by 
black faculty.2 Bard should 
have faculty and cours'es 
that respond fully to both 
stud~nt' s 'and soci~ty' s con- ' 
tradictictions. Colleges 
must create the conscious~ 
ness which responds to the 
needs of students. Can we 
reallY,argue that philosophy 
courses that discuss Greek 
philosophy or Nietzche's 
views on Romanticism respond 
to the needs of economically 
disadvantaged students, wom-
en, blacks or people devoted 
have failed to respond 'di- and attract black faculty at 
rectly to the contradictions Bard have approached token-
of bla,oks and women in soci-;-' ism and may be non-existant 
ety. Why? Th~ administra- . despite ·all efforts. Token~·:' 
, •• ~ -, ~. ~ ,'. "" - __ ~ "7 " • -i' • '" .. • • ' , I l. • • . - _, - - t 
tion, faculty and .curr.iculum, ism, re.:(ex;s ,to', a situation," 
responded \0 the r;e·~ds" of '., where a need· or demand (in;' 
blacks and women through the, this case students needs) is 
medium of ~straction i.e. thought to be satisfied 
history, literature, anthro- through programs that avoid' 
pology~ We not only. need ,contracictions and involve a 
history, sociology or liter~ distorted compromise on 
ature for blacks and women needs. The need for a con-
(or the history I sociology I sciousness of racism and 
or literature of blacks and! sexism in society is\ immed-
~omen), but a history, socij iate and concrete. It can 
qlogy or literature that only be fulfilled by devel-
fully responds to the situa oping a program of woman's 
tion of both groups in soc- 0 studies that alters the way 
iety in all . its comPlexitie, that women (and men) think 
(and this may involve ' about themselves and changes 
whites, males, feminist . the way they respond to sex~ 
theory and an analysis of ism in their lives. It also 
the totality of society in assumes "that women, as a 
all its interactions).3 The subject in themselves and as 
distinction between these a focus in the study of hu-
two approaches is that the I man phenomena transcend the 
former puts the discipline boundary of,a single dis-
, ·fU=~t~. and the" stUd~nt s~cond'/ ~ cipli,~e .• ,". _ J301::.~p'rinciples 
where the latter makes cur- ·..i. suggest ' .that. ,wQlJlen' s studies ;: 
riculum a direct function of will be deslgne·J'to change .' 
student needs. If curriculum people's actions in the most 
is d~veloped by students effective and radical way 
then we may have courses on possible. We need a purga-
the economiCs of des crimina- tive of the self, not just 
tion rather than courses on 'intellectual stimulus! Women 
the anthropology of black studies and, courses d~sigt}ed 
Africa. Where the former to repond to the racist con· 
. tenured women faculty: For 
the most part, the adminis-
tration is not responsible 
for the origins of these de-
velopments. The" discrimina-
tion against b~acks and wom-
to radical change? I am not responds to the contradic- tradictionsdepend on the \ 
existence of militant, com-
mited and knowledgeable 
blacks and women who have 
learned about racism and 
sexj.p1!)j~tFrB.\l.51h.i .ptf~~g~4*r, .. ,"L __ $:> 
(St;r·ugq:t.~rJ~t~a.n.~,", ap .. #R~JY~ ... t 
engagement and an unobjec-
. ~n by g~aduate schools, the 
~fact that women and blacks 
haveh~d Un~quaieconomic 
opp6rtunitiesand the limit-
ed financiai rewards all may 
- expl~in ~hy there is . a -
shortage 9f blacks and ten-
urred women faculty at Bard. 
The adIninistration has ar-
gue4 that there is a serious 
. shortage of 'blacks with' 
PHD's and thus a shortage of 
qualified t .eachers. Since 
the supply of such facuity 
, ,/ 
is low and the demand high; 
the possibility for Bard 
(given its geographical and 
perhaps its economic posi - ' 
tion) to attract wom~n and 
blacks is di~nished.l 
Howev~r, there are many . 
,problems with the adm1nis-
trat:ion 's position.' F.'ir~t., 
a FHD does not necessarily 
make a ' faculty member a 
gp'od teacher nor does th~ 
PHD guarantee the faculty 
members worth in helping , 
students produce high quali-
tY-senior projects. Graduate 
work can help someone to be 
·a good faculty member but 
the crite~ta ultimately can 
be used to explain away 
(ra~her than justify) the 
number of black faculty at 
a given college. Second, 
the need for black faculty 
is a ,radical need. The need 
is as s~vere and important 
as any" other conceivable 
program or"problem that the 
college faces. Yet, the ad~ 
.ministration a.nd college as 
a ' whole have not responded 
:to the need as if it were 
radical. The problem, unlike 
tuit~on hikes, is not on the 
talking about apples and - tion of blacks in America, 
pears and there are certain- the latter passes over t~is 
ly women interested in contradiction and moves in-
Nietzche's 'views. However, to the rea~ of the black 
the needs o,f most ' women' are experience as seen, th~ough, ~ 
better met "by 'curriculum de-" the ac(:i"demlc~· medium:4 . 
signed to confront sexism, The lines I have.drawn in 
and ~hedevelopment of such making distinctions· between 
curridulum ·may require re- curriculum of student p.eeds 
sources that sacrifice other and.Qurriculum of the .aca-
pourses, - faculty arid possib- demic fetish are not entire-, 
ly departments. . 
Bard 'has ' attempte~ to 
attract black faculty and 
develo~ a women's studies 
program, ye~/both attempts 
ly clear. Perhaps we can 
better understand c the issues 
involved by examining why 
administrative attempts to 
integrate women's studies 
LeI- me ,vi if 
fhiS wtJ,) Moira. 
In fen '1~arsJ 
--a: ....... '\.~~ __ /' we'll all be deoci. 
tive stance taken toward 
problems learned through 
action). In developing a 
critical consciousness, we 
need a critical feminism 
which insists: 
,The Liberal Arts ... 
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catt I' ~ ~:....""." ar SUpp y ,,--~. . Observati ~s :of' ,-Year GB ig Mouth ' '. u~ R~d Michael One spring day r acting' as'~ ,junior and concerned re~-. 
the Language and Literature ,ident, called a dorm meeting, 
representative at an I.D.P. my' feIIowpeers--including 
furmerly IITwi~lCS" , A unique shop! gallery/ custom jewelry store 
Now fully stocked to meet 'al1 of youtart 
material needs .. Also specializing in'Art uU''''''~'.1 
local interest and "How·-to"· books, Maps 
of all types, cards, stol,tionary and more .. 
Open 7 Days a Week 
Mill HilJ Rd., Woodstock, NY. tel: 679-2251 
RmN'EBECK 
HEALm 
FOODS 
LARGE 
SELECTION; 
OF 
fine and Functional Art 
" • JEWELRY • SCULPrURE 
. '. PORCEtAIN ' • GlASS .-' 
, WEAVING • PHOTOGRAPHY 
, lEATHER • PAINTING 
32 East Market StMet 
Rhinebeck, N.Y. 1257% 
(914) 81t458S 
,I (Imm~~Uate b'ecisio,n Plan) 'Ithe peer-co\lnse~lor--7hoU9ht , 
meet.:j..ng, a, qonc~rne'd father 'I was ove'rstepPl.ng my bounds • 
iasked me a very provocative ! Not only were problems per-I • .. . I 
'question, "why do a lot of ,mitted, but attempts to stop 
'Bard students leave before' 'them were met with skepti-
their four years are over?" ,cism. 
To this question, I replied, Soon I moved to Albee to be-
"Very few students leave 'come a peer-counsell~r. I 
Bard because of academics. .was known as a dictator; pol-
rf you come here looking iceman, the NARC, and many 
for astrophotography, then 'other unprintable titles • 
. l3I7IG1\.1i.~'-·"-.,j""" :Bard is not your .sch<;>ol.· Albee is where the saying, 
- yy -.l ,.-L 'The reason is dorm life and ITI'm doing my own thing" 
~ !its effects on students at '(regardless of who is effect-
b(lb . 'Bard.ed), was the battle cry of 
'GLIQCUOD - i During my four years at certa,in people in th~ dorm. ~~ 'Bard, I've often wondered 'For example, two students 
THE L'ARG'EST SELECTION OF if dorm life was a way of 'complained of being "stabbed 
NUI'S,GRAlNS,DRlEDF DOMESTIC AND IMP,ORTBn living or a test of sur- in the back" because after 
VITAMINS AND BOOKS WIN ES AND LIQUO RS IN NO R TH ivaI. The physical con- 'students in the dorm "rat-
DUTCHESS COUNTY . tions (size, location, ted" on them, M~ry Sugatt 
WE ALSO SERVE LUNCHE8N .. 4.1 ... E •.• M.A_R.K.E.T_S.T •.• R.H_IN_B.B.E.C.K __ ;t::l:;.c.) of'- many of the dorms placed them on Social Pro-
ATOURHEALTHBARFR M are rough to begin with but bation. Dean Suqatt's 
104 .~ __________________ ~ __________ -,the attitude and actions of reaction was in response to 
.G::It:II=-=_a:a=-*Q'!!ISI=O:~e:llI=I~11 . WANl'TOS(X)RE'700+LSAT/G~T many of my fellow residents activities whi.ch t..hese two 
. OPEN 9:3fi.5:JO'.DAILY· ,ICANMAKEITf-lAPPfNGUARAN'IEED certainly makes one feel students thought they were 
31 W. MARKET ST. RHINEBECK Write B. Fer-co like they are "roughing it". "cool and hip": burning 
S031"N. Broid, 4762 In 1976,· my first residence ashtrays, breaking beer bot-
876-25$5 Philidelphii,~ennsYJVinlil.19141 was-Tewksbury,Hall. With tIes, and playing soccer 
................................ '~----~-------------------T--J,cinderblock walls, very pub- w1th ashtrays. Cool? As a 
The Liberal Arts from pA 
, ••• that all the easy chat-
ter about liberation is a ' 
. vapor, ·a groundless meta-
phor, unless'it forms part 
of a theory of h~n liber-
ation, a social rather than 
exclusivelY women's liber-
ation. For if the female 
in~ {titltta1F- c~f:,~&deb~-'\~ fib!... 
erate ll herself apart from 
'changes in social structure 
she ~ill not emerge as the 
new woman but as a chara'c-
, ter familiar to us all: the 
old man. 
We can only develop and 
'teach the, proper programs 
and courses to respond to 
conttadictions by having 
faculty members engage in 
raising consciousness of 
sexism and racism. Bard has 
·twopa~t tim~d9l~ck_faculty 
memb~rs and·' SQ.me women fac-
ulty who teach courses-about 
women and blacks. Yet, the 
form of these courses ad-
dress contradictions (if at 
all) in the mo~t innocuous 
fashion. There are not 
.enough faculty members I in 
dedication and numbers, who 
are struggling with soci-
ety's racial and sexual con-
tradictions. However, the 
problem of contradiction is 
not a numbers game involving 
women and blacks, and even 
passionate individuals are 
not enough. W~ must develop 
'a fully articulat9;d program 
that responds to racism and 
.sexism through the most so 
. sophisticated analysis and 
in the most vigorous fash-
ion. For sexism and racism 
to be understood and addres-
sed, we need more than 
courses; we need feminists, 
feminists theory, black fac-
ulty and political ideolo-
9ies b~sed on radical chang& 
• * * 
IThis supply/demand argument 
may be more applicable to 
the problem of black faculty 
than women faculty. The 
problem of numbers does 
affect the number of tenured 
women however. 
2For those stUdents who have, 
learned racism or sexism 
thrdugh,personal eXp~rience, 
there ~tiil remains' the 
problem of seeing both p~~­
nomena with all their con-
nections. The problems of 
discrimination involve is-
sues that go to the root of,. 
society itself, thus courses 
designed within the limited 
framework of studying dis-
crimination; women or blacks 
per se fail to recognize the 
fact that sexism and racism 
are linked to our political 
and economic system. Also, 
employing black faculty PI;'o.-
vides the best'way to, +earn 
about blacks. 
3The two are not necessarily 
exclusive. 
4t am-not suggesting that 
black anthropology co~rses 
are not valuable. Rather,-' 
the problem becomes one of 
the greatest needs given oux 
resources. One can make a 
similar argument in the case 
of women '.s studies, e.g. 
courses Qn ~eminism are 
needed more than courses 
dealing with women in liter-
ature, sociology, and hist-
ory. The two may not be ex-
clusive, but any course on 
wemenin literature or hist-
ory must be made through the 
medium of feminism, other-
wise-women's studies becomes 
just another intellectual 
exercise divorced from con-
tradict!onand struggle. 
I do not mean to criticize 
faculty members or 'the wom-
en's I?tudi~s program.. Rather 
I,see the efforts made to 
raise consciousness with 
their limitations. 
?lic bathrooms, and rooms student in the dorm, I did 
1 
"stacked" on top of each not like it and with the-
other, (eg. 115, 215, 315), recommendation of other 
this definitely wasn't a students, i as peer~counsel­
"home away from home". 'How-' lor, strongly suggested that 
ever, very few students they move to Animal House 
-gave Tewksbury a chance to (Robbins) where that kind 
lbe at least a'dormitory. of "cool" is justified and, 
'There was outrageous noise accepted. They did. 
at all hours, broken tele- I live in Feitler with ten 
'phones and soda machines, other peo~le and I must say, 
: (usually from frustration at least here, the "class 
'over a lost lOe or 35¢) and of '79 is .,doing just finel" 
blatant disrespect for other At a recent dorm meeting 
human beings, especially , (called by myself) five res-
the maids. Tq make matters idents said, "We know and 
worse, as freshmen, our understand what you're say-
models of college students ing. 1I I replied, "Good, 
were upperclassmen who were then continue showing it to 
popular due to the way they yourselves and the other 
'''had a. good time", which in- five students should get the 
cluded breaking mirrors in message and we.should have 
·the bathrooms, smashing no problems." Thus, right 
.furni ture in dorm lounges, now, no problems! 
burning bulletin boards, ~nd As you can imagine, the ef-
a host of other "goodies. II fects of "doing your own 
In 1977, my sophomore thing", regardless of others, 
residence was Robbins (A.K.A can lead to a student giving 
"Animal House ll ). Besides up on Bard. To begin with., 
some rooms nicknamed "clo- you can't sleep well due to 
sets", Robbins wasn't as noise; you wake up late and 
physically rough or imper-~ miss class; you don't have 
sonal as Tewksbury. It had much of an appetite and you 
the chance to pe a dormitory became very irritable. Next I 
too. However, it gave the you bitch about the already 
90 or so students a chance distateful food; you begin 
to act their former ages. to complain about that "stu-
The kitchen is still "Camp pid" course, and later, that 
Dispair" noted for the dirty 'stupid teacher. Soon, home 
dishes left everywhere. One ,.is the only place to ,regain 
, would think that the more sani ty (certainly not your 
personal bathrooms would.be dorm) and you find yourself 
a welcomed addition but when staying away fram your room 
bathtubs have darker rings and' dorm. as long as possible 
than me and dogs use the '--which is not comfortable 
same toilet and shower fac- when the snow came~ During 
ilities as you, one tends your field period when you 
. to think differently. 'hear about the "heaven" at 
In" 1978, I spa"nt 'two'months'lyour friend's colleges, you 
in South Hall, which had theibegin to seriously consider 
b~st chance of being a dorm- :leaving Bard or never ~c:t. ,_. 
>, itory~. With only two floors'back--especially if your ,-
and 36 people, problerp.s friend's college,.prov;ides 
created by students should more facilit~~for less 
, have_ beeIl.ltept to a minimum. money. Think about ~ 
Fat, 9han(:!e 1 ' 'Wl?-~l). r, as ~ .. _i _ ...... 
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A Review by . \. 
Jessica Bayer 
. I . 
I was impressed with the ality with the, movements of I 
A Review by 
John Kelleher · 
Zee production of Zee lovers. Likewise Monsieur 
Miser (sic.) by Moliere was 'Bright and Mademoiselle 
a treat to behold. Alzough List. And I theenk zat a 
zee production eetself was ,star .is: . born .in, zee person. 
pe~ll~Es . _sligh,1;.);y z~e. wOFse of t19.n.s.i.~~:r; r>!Of~~./~ wh?se _ :~: ' 
for lack of space zees was performance as LaPleche, ai • 
not important to zee over- valet, was a tour de force. 
all impact on zee audience. :Z;ee supporting cast also 
Zee acting, especially zee deed a truly professional 
gesturing, was superbe and j9b throughout. 
was complimented by a mise-' Alzough I was not zee 
en-sc~ne wheech was both .only one in zee audience 
tasteful and apt. who deed find eet a beet . 
; Monsieur Nordal played a 
splendid miser, portraying 
hees niggardly charactere 
to a 'T'. Monsieur Taylor 
land Mademoiselle Edelstein 
,were magnifique as young 
' deefeecult to unnerstand 
all of zee dialogue eet 
, . 
I
WOUld be my great pleasure 
to attend any future perfor-
,mances of zee Bard Th~!tre 
' of Drama and Dance. 
--------------------------------------
Ji mS:Criticism & Review 
Robert 'Altman's "IMAGES" by George Hunka 
---~----------------------
I There is no ~eater egotist two halves of ~therinefs , 
jin the world than a critic .... 'self. Altman, . through hectic 
I • h h h i .. Ihe bell-eves t at e as 4 but rythrnic cross-cutting, 
something more intelligent builds the three as a whole 
and insightful to say than -- as Katherine. The fact 
the film itself. Not only that Altman's cutting and 
'" are critics guilty of this, his script cohere and don't 
Bard's unofficial (they seem confuse is due to the craft-
to be touchy about the un) ed construction of both, ma-
'literary magazine, ~he -- king Images one of Altman's 
Light, claims to have in its most concise and intricate 
possession "an incidental films. It's a structured 
system used by The Light to film, (the characters don't 
determine that which is in go bounding off into other 
fact cinema and that which regions of their settings), 
,is not particularly cinema." that sometimes becomes 
Sure fellahs. . 9J.austr<Wb,q%«)~ '.£h~.FA~ci /T'("'''''i' : Bard theatre production of a slightly spastic chicken. ,. } _ " . • • _" •• - . ~ .. . ... _ ~ • ; " • .. .. • -"" .i I . " . . --:-" ., - .-J.B. Molieres three act play This proved· an effective -
play, The Miser. The play interpretation, making his 
deals humorously with the parsimony believable. Nils 
effects a stingy miser has used this body language _ 
on the ~eople he comes in even when he wasn't ·activelJi 
contact with. Behind the hu- speaking in a scene, which 
mor, however, is a scathing was a weicome change from 
and satirical view on hoard- some of the actors w~o . 
ing money. looked bored and anxious to 
The setting a~d props were recite their next lines. 
excellent, with the staJ?k- Andrew Joffe, .who played 
ness and dim light contrib- La Fleche, proved himself 
uting to an overall atmo~- to be a versati~e and charm-
phere of miserlin~ss, thus · ing ·presence. He provoked 
enhancing the plot. most · of' the laughs from the 
Two minor . but annoying audience and like biils 'made. 
problems I found were, one, excellent use ' of his body . 
- • . I 
a basic problem in mastering an<l facial expressions. The : 
the french accent. What made way that he walked, slightly 
this weakness even more ap- hunched over, almost tiptoe-, 
parent was the stress and ing, wi~h a furtive look wa~ 
.over accentuation on words very comical in itself. i 
like marriage and carriage. Suzanne List as Mariane 
iThis affectation was jarring .radiated a virgina~ like 
;and ridiculous • . The second beauty and cairn with seem-
problem was a tendency of ingly little ef£ort. In' I 
the actors to upstage one fact, she walked through I 
; i 
another at crucial moments most of her part this way, I 
:of action. From my view- at perfect ea$e, exhuing a I 
~oint I left of center stage I confidenc"e that made her 
:it seemed like the actors character real. 
clus:teredtogether instead ·William Swindler, as . 
of utilizing their space and An se lme , stole th~ · ·last . hal~ 
providing the audience with of the' third . act with ' his ! 
. - I 
at least a profile instead pompous strutt • . Hl-s accent! 
of aback. was more finely polishea 
Under Neil McKenzies direc- than most of the other j 
tion most of the cast did a actors and he used it to hi 
good job. Out of the fif- best advantage. He was the 
teen person cast, there wer~ epitome· of a self-centered 
three outstanding perform· fop conveying a whole atti-
. ances in the major roles and tude through his stance and.1 
one in a minor role. gestures • . 
The ~ser, played by Nils For a first night perform-
Nordal,had perfect control ance of a difficult play, : 
of his characterization .Neil McKenzie and his troup~ 
Eonveying his age and ~erson:-__ did an admirable_job. 
I don't claim to have an enough humor in the movie to 
encyclopedic knowledge of . 'alleviate the tension (the 
:the motion pictures of the ketchup bottle on the kiteh-
!world and I am not familiar en table while she cleans 
with many areas of film. the blood from the wall is 
The only thing that I can subtle but wildly funny). 
say to justify ' the presence though it provokes a nervous 
of my words is that I've laughter that never fully 
seen a lot of films; I know conquers the intensity of 
what I like and I know what the movie. 
I don't like_ I like to T~ere 'are some faults and 
write about films and can -some pretentions but none-
sometimes tell what bullshit ,theless it is a fine film. 
;is when I see it. So these ,If you have the chance to 
'are my own feelings, and see this film it will pro-
(onlY my .own. I just happen bably be worth your while. 
;to have the typer. See it for Suzannah York r s 
marvelous performance, if 
nothing else. 
Robert Altman.J,s Images Just a short bitch.' I went 
(1972) ran in sottery on to see Orson Welles' Mister 
October 31st. Altman left Arkadin tonight at ·7:30, sat 
his usual field,-- that of for fen minutes with about 
America, its citizens and fifteen others, and then got 
its slightly distorted sense word from the would-be pro-
of morality, to eA~lore jectionist that the film had 
something new -- the mind not come in. I don't know 
and the psyche of an indi- who is at fault, (the dis-
vidual. It might have turned tributor?) but somebody on 
out to be Altman's Interiors · the Film Committee should 
but Images is unlike :·get his a ·ct together and at 
Interiors in that images : least . announce these things. 
is a ~uccess while Interior~ It is not the first time 
is a fai~ure. . this has happened. I did 
Altman chooses as his sub- , get to see the Drama Depart-
:ject a woman named Katherine mentment's The Miser, though 
Ipl~yed by Suzannah York. 'a helluva show, so the night 
. jKatherine is a schizophrenic wasn't wasted. 
,driven mad by guilt, fear, The Film Committee, by the 
and memories of the past. way, is . making its decisions 
The story takes place On for next semester's films. 
three levels: reality, Kath- NOW's the time to nag and 
erine's fantasy, and the bitch. More news on that in 
lconfrontation between the ,the next column. 
! I .1 i ! I . ~ ' 
FILMS IN REVIEW by Elliot J unger, page 8 
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Harper's bourbon i!l ~ ever as he tells the tale ' 
glas~, and my buddy Joe and of city-tough heroism in hi:? 
I sharing a stucco wall in ball~d, Romeo is ,Bleeding. 
the elegant lobby of the The set becomes a street 
Beacon Theatre-- waiting for corner newstan~ and we find 
walts. Jazz is being pumped an early morning Tom improv" 
in through the P.A.: some ising humorous headlines 
Benson and some Taj. The from the final ~dition. He 
concertgoers aged 16 tQ ' 60, stands with a'hunched back 
dressed punk to prep are' and '6hills the audience with 
filing in the gates. The Ghosts of Saturday 
At about 8:30, the curtain Night. 
opens and Tom's four-peice Having introduced the band} 
band starts warming. Arthur Davidson on baritone ' 
Minutes later, many a ' sax and trumpet, Terry Evans 
trained "waits spotting" eye on guitar, Greg Cole on 
notices and reacts to the ' electric bass, and I'the bi<l 
glowing head of an Old Gold- man on the trash c~," Big 
the first pa~t of Waits to John Thompson on drums-- he 
appear,ori stage. From a huge shakes eager ha:nds that are 
breath of nicotine smoke groping at him from the 
emerges Torn, wearing a front row, accepts a rose, 
crumpled blue suit. He and d 'isappears behind a slow 
stalks the frenzied crowd ' curtain.' An imrne'diate stand- ' 
from beWe.:retr 'a:- f~i'e;'1:; -,.: ,~r;", F- Jing ovation follows' 'liis exit 
style brim. with a tip o~ inciting his first epcore. 
the hat and a gracious "good A saxophone is heard and 
evenihg;i' Torn opens with the curtain opens with a 
Wrong Side Of the Road "drunken" (drunken?) Waits 
slouching,' crouching, and "scarecrow," slurring a 
picking his ass to the speech "from 'the edge of a 
mighty sounds of a baritone maniac's dream" about a , 
sp.x. killer called "nightstick~ 
The next number is Step Who's hiding out in Potter's 
Right up, with a nice repeat Field. Tom has "spilled his 
of the featured sax. Tom guts," and now he's twirling 
ryth mically bangs the keys his umbrella wit~ his back 
6f a cash register to this to the audience. He crouches 
funky version' of one _ of his beneath it and 'disappears. ' -
most popular tunes. ' In hi~ "a~cor;d'- ~mc~re,a 
After calling being in New sleepy Tom i~ bO.rn from ' h~s~ , 
York again a "prophylactic embryonic couch. Yawning and 
experience.," Tom chain ' stretchi'ng to lazy lounge 
smokes his way through some music, he removes his 
old favorites like the image crumpled jacket an~ dons a , 
making The Piano Has Been sequined scarlet show jack-
Drinking (not me) excuse, et. He grabs' his ' umbrella, 
11is homage to burlesque and without- utte'ring a word,. 
tilted Pasties and G-String improvises a ' shaky tight-
and" the g'astronomical Eggs ,rope walk across the . stage. 
and Sausage. ' He's beaut.iful. 'After his 
-The stage is now set like successful crossing, he ' 
the back cover of the ~lue silentlY -removes his scarlet 
Valentines album-- complete coat, puts his~ crumpled 
with an old gas ' pump 3nda blueback on, and retreats 
full-scale model of a custom to his mother couch with the 
painted T-Bird. From this ' ,aid of a l~llaby saxophone. ' 
outpost, Tom tells us about Torn's back at his piano for 
the mysterious California his third and finalencore. -
community called Burma Looking lazy, he sings I 
Shave, reminds , the men in Wish I Was in New Orleans, 
the audience that they are lit!terally gasping th'e last 
Better off wi't;hout a Wife, few "New Orleans I'll be 
takes us Wal tiing Matilda, there's.1I- The band brings his 
and soloing on piano" shows voice and fingers back to 
us j ,USt. h~w happy he is he- life just in time as they 
ing a Jitterbug Boy. Tom has bang out some high-sp~rited 
been going s~rong for well Dixieiand in appropriate 
over an hour now", and his finale. 
vo~ce is as blustering as 
Boll ins: pfories 
Halloween 791 byCliffP~msler 
Out of , restles~darknes~, a 
wave', of , excitement envelopes 
an alltoo ' familiar gym. 
Everybody is a teenage girl. 
The andip.nce has an i.dea of 
what they want to ~ee,and 
their anticipation is satis-
fied when the Bo~ling Drones 
file out onto the stage in , 
all the spl~ndor of what 
promises to be a top-rate 
student gig. These campus 
faces, although humorously 
disguised, are those that we 
recognize easily,' 
Jeff Taylor's gestures and 
facial resemblances of Mick 
Jagger are remarkable. Jeff 
sets the stage, and the oth-
er band members follow suit. 
I begin to ' feel the "60's 
Groove" crawl down to my 
hips. 
The music begins and the 
band's pace is rhythmically 
adopted , by the mass of bod-
ies crowding the stage. Mus-
ically, the Drones were _ 
spectacular. Bill Swindler's 
(Keith Richard's) expertise, 
'coupled with Knox Chandler's 
(Brian Jones) almost "too 
good" gui tar work was : 
frighteningly exact, while 
the drive and pulse was 
punched out energetically by 
~bass player Drew Shearer 
(Bill Wyman) and percussion-
ist Glen Carter (Charlie 
Watts). In his vocal ability 
Jeff Taylor was more of a 
Mick Jagger clone than just 
a Drone. 
The set was brisk, keeping 
'my attention level peaking. 
About a third of the way 
through the set appeared the 
glittering Dronettes --
slick, tuff, and pretty. The 
,Dronettes were Lisa Fields 
as Dairyanne, Troy Harrison 
as Kissy, Judy Caplan as Bi-
naca, and Lisa Weinstein as 
Vibra. The Dronettes added , 
greatly to the proffesional-
ism of the performance. They 
enhanced the show both mus-
ically and visually. Their 
varied dance motifs captured 
my eye and kept it happy. 
Theatrically, the entire 
performance was consistently 
hot. The staged death of 
Brian Jones was quiteamus-
ing.Knox died in a kiddie 
pool (pun intended) with 
a guitar in hand, only to be 
replaced by Jim Chamb~rs, 
(Ron Wood) . 
With their replacement in 
gear, the Drones kicked off 
into a speeded-canned ver-
sion of "Shattered." The mu-
sicians mimed and disco-
danced their way through 
this number. 
,The show in its entirety 
came off very well. Not only 
was it amusing, but the 
Drones' performance was one 
of the best Bard gigs 
ever. 
Watch it Stu, 17 will get you 20! 
P.8 ' 
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. <i~~r~~:~o:~~c, o~~n:~l.L:i::::.H::e~l~· pt-lo'rqGR)a\P~Y. 
, , ":-a: "five part series entitled the- photographs spatial re- by ART' CA' R' . L' S' O'-~N' J'" ~ r f·'\. r 
l,ipocumentary Truth/Photo-, lationships are distorted. L ,~ 
graphic Illusion. 11 It is The vi~:er is deliberately 
made possible by a grant confused. What is fore~' \ ' 
'from the National Endowment ground? What is background? 
for the Arts. and provided Which pl~es are flat? 
by Light Gallery, New York Which recede? Which emerge? 
city. These are not 'normal' 
Metzger exPloits a mistake photographs containing 
common to amateur photog- 'easily understandable infor-
raphy~ An object, usually mation. They are complicat-
close to the c~era anq ed visual abstractions 
therefor~ out of focus, which create their own 
blocks the normal picture special vocabulary.~They 
frame. But Metzger's paper, exci te their own':unique re-
wood and fingers do not sponses-- sometimes deli-
b~ock the lense haphazardly. cate, sometimes harsh. With 
They,_ are placed by sensi tive few exceptions, each image 
alid intelligent seeing.' has energy and beauty. 
The fuzzy-edged objects Sit back and let the il-
create unusual qualities of lusions work. It takes a 
~ angle~ shape, light and tex- while for them to sink in. 
ture. Metzger increases the Don't try to 'make sense' 
illusions in several images· of them. You have to do 
with an additional visual enough thinking in the 
"technique~' Some images are I classroom. 
upside-down or inversions 
Films in Review 
by Elliot Junger 
The films shown thus far 
this semester have run the 
gamut from the sublime to 
the sublimely ridiculous., 
The e~fortB afforded to 
br.ing ~li ty cinema to the, 
~rd campus have been only 
moderately successful how-
ever. The paucity of 
'standard' masterpieces 
(i.e. old stanbys like 
Dreyer's nag of Wrath, 
Huston t s Th~ Mai,tese Falcon 
and of course, Psycho by , 
everyone's favorite pup-
peteer) has its definite 
merits; it provides a 
welcome respite from the 
spate of "golden oldies tl ana 
traditional Hollywood war-
horses of the late, somewhat 
obscure, that is, the lesser 
shown 'greats, t rather than', 
bein9 bombarded by a nostal-
gic .bii tzkri~9.~ lim sure 
I am not the only one who 
fe~ls that the cherished 
path down memory lane is 
getting a trifle worn. I 
must confess to being 'dis-
sapointed, for r have seen 
vi~tually no films at Bard 
-this semester which fit the 
description of 'the 'lesser 
shown greats.' Surely (even 
if it was meant as a joke 
whichr hope to God 'it was), 
the so-called 'lesser . 
greats' could be jus~ a 
little greater 'than Soared 
1:0· ,D~a1:h:r starring Mr. Has-
been himself Bela '(Ilr never ~ 
.drink ••• ~il1e") Lugos{ doing,' 
his usual turn as a wax dum-
~y attempting to scale the 
"shaky heights of farcical 
tragedy 'and never quite' ' 
reaching 'the top, having 
never left the 'bottom. Some 
;members of the audience (an 
; invited audience of all of 
f . 
five pe'ople, I am told) 
might have been scared to 
death, but yours truly was 
put to sleep. End of dig-
ression. 
Looking back on the films 
this semester (those that 
arrived), the often embaras-
sing 'incongruity of the ' 
scheduling (i.e. How Tasty 
was my Little Frenchmen fol-
lowed bwo days later by The 
~ling Class, not that 
either film is 'bad,' it's 
merely an awkward sequence), 
not to mention the total ab-
sence of any Chaplin, Keaton 
Fields or The Marx Brothers, 
incurred my anger no end. 
Needless to say, not every • 
film ahown on campus is go-
ing to please every' taste.· 
certain films are 'musts' 
for any decent film collec-
tion. Several directors 
whom I am known to favor 
sllch as Welles, Dreyer and 4 
,Desica, I would gladly set 
aside for another semester's 
viewing, if only to see ' 
sqme good old-fashioned, 
kriodkabout, side-splitting 
AMERICAN' COMEDY!!, and to 
rib those 'aesthetes' among 
us who consider the latter 
a four-letter phrase. A 
number of filmakers whose 
representation at Sottery 
has been minimal to non-e~­
istant and whose work -' I 
woul~ enjoy seeing more of, 
are Sturges (Preston), Ford, 
Kubrick, Capra, Borzage and 
~~so some vintage Ealing 
comedies. F'ar more good 
,c0I1l:e~Y'.is needed on Bard 
campus • 'One' can l.inbibe only 
so much Bergmanesque trag ed, 
before the tragedy 'turns to
J 
monotony and the introspec-
tion to lethargy. 
The Ray Metzger show now up mural- he literally does 
in Kline Commons is a fine tricks :with it and us. It' 
crystallization of the idea- does not yield all of itself 
logical b~nkruptcy of some on one seeing. 
trends in modern art. TwO of I don't want to push the 
the basic tenets and discov- comparison between photo-
eries of modernity are that graphy and painting too far 
a.rt does not have to be pic- except to provide some pos-
torial and representational, sible theoretical groundwork 
and that form is so impor- as to why people might make 
tant that it deserves to be photos that aren't clear, in 
explored for its own sake. focus, properly exposed im-, 
When these discoveries were ages of people Of recogniz-
being made they produced able things and scenes. I 
some ',fine liberating art~ think it i's misleading to 
artists like Picasso and try and link photography 
Matisse, with a whole realm with painting because the 
of possibilities in front of unique power or photography 
them, produced prodigiously is that it does not, like 
and creatively. ,Modernism in painting , deal with the 
art had persuasively tri~ question ~f.how one is going 
umphed by the late 50's with to make a substance like 
all the new American bad boy paint, which looks nothing 
abstract expressionists at like a person itself, look 
the fore and even Life mag- like a person. With a photo 
azine was proclaiming that you just click and there it 
there really was something is, not a ,representation of 
in all those little ~q~ig- reality but reality itself. 
gles Jackson Pollack made. Unlike reality it does not 
But now that there was no evolve, so it is a piece of 
picture to talk about I theo" reality. 'In our photo laden 
ry became very important, world photographs are ac-
particularly as acedemia be- cepted with no problem and 
gan to take this sort of art the rate of image-literacy , 
very seriously. is very high; the power of 
Art flew' off ,j;n'·ali~'diffei;- ·th~1>Iiae(fn qr~:, • .l. ItS~­
ent directions which I would ic is that it makes us see. 
not attempt to categorize Since photography has this 
beyond saying that a lot of unique and powerful ability, 
artists became very concern- I do not know why people 
ed with formalism, or more like Metzger make photos 
precisely, their art was that make us not see. In his 
more and more about systems frames we see blurs, shapes 
and formal and structural of various clarity, and pre-
problems. of course to some cious few meaningful images~ 
extent all art is about In the Afterimage interview 
these questions; every ~t-I accompanying the show we .are 
ist has his systems and told that these pictures are 
methods, and these things concerned with unfocused ob-
are treated differently by j ects in the foreground of 
different artists.' Still I: pictures.o Well, Ray,' you re-
think it is possible to dis· ally demonstrated that well, 
tiriguish art that is more but. SO WffAT? rt is not even 
formalist than other art;in interesting to think about 
opposition to form we have, that. It would be a case of 
traditionally, content, the Emperor's new clothes, 
that is, that which the pic· exept there is not even an 
ture is about. In formalist emperor! Ray ain't trying to 
pictures, moreso than oth- prove nothing, and he suc-
ers, the conte~t is the ceeds. These pictures are 
form. I would include early boring, empty, pretentious, 
Stella, Kenneth Noland, and above all just plain 
Ellsworth, Kelly and the stupid! To pass this off as' 
Murray Reich mural in Kline art that we should be inter-
Commons as good examples of ested in is rediculous. If 
formalist artists and art. he wants to make "abstract" 
And Ray Metzger. Right statements he should paint~ 
here let me say that one of That stuff looks silly in 
the big problems with form-:- photographs. The power of 
alism is that it is not photography is in its rela-
enough to merely have an tion to reality. When you 
idea and embody it in art; negate that power you negate 
you should make it 'i~terest- 'most of what can be good in 
ing. I find early Stella and a picture. Any mongoloid 
Noland uninteresting compar- with a camera can make a 
ed to the Murray Reich mura~ blurry, badly focused and 
All are roughly about simi- exposed photograph. Profes-
lar things,but Murray shows sionals should spend their 
us his colors in an !nter- time on something better. 
eating and subtle way. There Theory alone only goes so 
,is, a lot happening in that far. MOdernity is no 'excuse 
. - for boring art • 
.. ,. ........ ~ ~ . "' ... ~.~ .. ". ... ~ ~ .... , , ... 
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BRUCE "Guts"VENDA: 
During my stay. at Bard, I 
have had the 'mind-expand-
ing' experience of meet-
gripes with these commie-
come-latelies. Some of my 
favorite people here are 
ing people of many various 
political beliefS'. ,·There . are 
the anarchists, who believe 
Marxists. But their whole 
goddamn* th~~r\/·~annoys the-
hell out of me. First, they 
in arguments that, as far as want us to share all our 
I can discern, hold water a- earthly possessions, second, 
bout as well as ' a can used they don't believe in any 
for their revolutionary tar- possessions that aren't 
get practice; there are the fundamental; .third, they be-
capitalists, ~ho believe lieve that living in the 
that everything is fine as light of Marxism makes ,them 
long as it belongs to themf clean and pure; fourth, they 
ther~_ are the preppies, who want everybody to be equal. 
. believe that, qi ven the Any of you rt~rds . who deny 
vote, they can elect a that this is what you think 
bottle of scotch to the pre-s- can sit on my collection of 
idency; and there is the . Billy Graham books. 
administration, which is a I'd like to begin with the 
belief all tmto itself. But first and fourth theories. 
none of these categories I'm a generous person, basi-
confuses me quite as much cally. If I tak~a woman out 
as the non-sexist, non-ra- to dinner,- I'll only make 
cist,non-possessivis~, non- her pay the tip; and I've 
realistic people who believe bought pencils from cripples 
tha t everyone in the wor Id . l.lIl:til th~y come out my 
can live on a~equal . foqt- nostrils. ·But who the hell 
ing. TO those of you who are wants to share everYthing 
too stupid or too stoned to . they have with people they 
know what I'm talking about'-don't know and who don't ap-
they are the MARXISTS. preciate it anyway? I have 
To be perfectly honest, I enough trouble making my 
have' very few personal friends rep~ace ,the diamond. 
Poeti'cs 'at Bard 
the SEXUAL~ .. 
by gfen~f' HAMMER 
Due J:~rgely. ·to · F~eud, the 
.~ ~.~_ H~~ti:f' 
ages has be.en engraved on us 
all. Standi~g in direct con-
_ tradiction to this ~e manY, 
of the, poets now active on 
the B~d campus. Attending 
variou~ readi~gs, I find my-
self beaten ~bout head and 
shoulder with constant 
sexual imag·ery. If this was 
the po'et's intention then i ~ 
was accgmplished without 
fault. However, my questi~n 
. here concerns, ra ther ,. . 
whether it was effective for 
th~ .l~.st;e:n~r ,i:1l ~:i..,ts. ;?~~Op-,: 
cealed state. . 
The languag~'used for these 
images i.s up front and 
~ . ffank. If this is done for 
·shock value, it has none: an 
a~e blade dulled by overuse _ 
does not cut sharply but 
hacks. Personally, I prefer 
imag~ry .~exUal in nature to 
be more remote·; because, a't 
least for me, 'poetMy is .a 
bus'iness of the subconsc·ious. 
I do ,not wish to ··speak_ out 
against recurring images, 
- symbols or themes. But theSE 
. ..... 
.. , 
are mos~ artfully accompish-
ed by skillful, subtle .weav-
ing. If t4e images of the 
poe-t are born of the sub-
conscious (indeed, many of 
. ~ese poems are written from 
qrearns), _then their b~unt, 
-illsistent,;renderinq,q. will ~ ~ 
.,not affect the _subconscious'-
of the li.stener (which, if _ 
they did, would be an ide~l 
s~~uat~o~) but ~a~er t~ey 
will hammer on t~~ consciqus 
levels of awareness. This is 
ine~fective for the 
~istener • . Imagery , (e~pecial-. 
ly sexua~ imagery) that 
plays on the subconscious is 
very memorable; ,it is haunt-
ing for no~eadily app~ent 
. reason • . It is,kin~ of 
mystery that -produces a 
jqyo~s shiver _:i.:ll ·.a $ensitive 
. - ~ . ' -- - . ~.... " 
r ,eader . or l.l..f! tener _ ' .. .,. ..~ ;-
Obv~oqs and constant sexual 
imagery_is . tQo e~sy-- ~t 
co~tains within itself _its 
own end. What could be 
barely noticeaqle, passed 
quietly ~o the subconscious, 
is instead thrown with force 
from the poet to the ... isten-
er. Isn't this, for the 
listener, the goal withou~ 
the conquest? For a travel-
ler in poetry, this is at 
best .a ~isappointment. 
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Pulling no 
.needles they we~ out ~~om 
misuse of my turntable- I'd 
.. burn up if I had to do that 
__ lDyself • . I don't want to wake 
up"to find some latter-day 
Mousie Dung in my bed some 
night anyway. And as to the 
last one-well, as it says 
,in Godspell, "'someone.' s 
got to be opressed." 
Godspell is derived from 
the Book' of Matthew, by the 
way," and that's a good 
enough source for me. 
As for the theory that 
Marxism makes one wholesome-
well, let me relate the 
story of two people ~o 
lived down the hall from me 
last year. Jim was a boy who 
cared how his hair looked; 
his pimples were few and far 
between; he went to the 
church of his choice every 
other sunday; his papers 
were always in on time, he 
had an affair with an older 
woman; and he avoided any 
political beliefs other than 
in God, .Guns, and Guts. 
Carl, his roommate, had hair 
that was frequently mistak~n 
by birds for thier nest; _his 
face would have made a~ep-
Punches by Charles , Lenk . 
peroni pizza slink away to 
sulk t sunday .mornings were 
spent .sleeping ~r ~o~~ng 
campus to find 'acid'; his 
oldest girlfriend was 
teen. Needless to say, 
was a Marxist. By the end 0 
the year, Jim was on the 
Honors List due to his skil 
in choosing all female tea-
chers who would value more 
than his academic 'prowess.' 
Carl, on the other hand, ha 
dropped out in March to pur 
sue a cute guy he had met'i 
a Cuban Studies class. Draw 
your own conclusions. 
The last point to deal wi 
is the one concerning lux-
uries. Well, I know a lot 0 
'practicing' Marxists and 
they're as comfortable as I 
am. They all drive cars of 
one sort or another-~ow man 
of you poor I capitalists can 
say the same? The other day 
I went to visit a Marxist 
friend to borrow an 
expensive tennis racket 'of 
all things'. I had to give 
it back the next day becaus 
I couldn't f~gure out how t 
turn off the built in bur~ 
glar. alarm. Enough said? 
:, .. .. :. .. .. ,Venda:M· ARXISM 
By J?D Feldman . 
In response to Mr. Venda's conclusions, I am not neces-
naive notions of Marxism, sarily a Marxist_ Marxism 
the following should be not- begins when you have put 
ed_ First, Marxist theory down the book by Marx and 
. does not propose that we have acted.in a fashion 
share all wordly or earthly , which puts these ideas into 
possessions. What theory sug· p~actice. Is teaching prax-
gests. is that the means of is? Is talking about Marxism 
production be nationalized praxis? Is calling one's 
by the Socialist state. That self a Marxist praxis? Since 
is, the concentrations of · these are removed from ac~-
wealth and capital found in ing directly to help those 
corporations and the hold- oppressed., they cal]. harqly 
ings of the capitalist class he ~onsidered praxis. 
should be controlled by the An analysis of Mr. Venda'S 
working class, their Social- article wil~·show that he is 
ist movement and their State.. general!"y uninformed or un-
Marx had nothing to say , concerned ,with sexist prob-
about the limited wealth and lems; ·his article is only 
.personal property of individ· concerned with a kind of 
uals in the workinq and tI!id- silliness that pervades Bard 
dIe classes in terms of their and especially those students 
distribution. Although Marx who are not concerned with 
.did argue that the fettish- . relevant things like sexism, 
,ism of commodities by indiv-. racism or exp1oitation at 
iduals in these two classes . Bard or in the world. This 
contributed .to the alienation 'silliness is indicative of 
,of individuals. Secondly, a bourgeois society which 
there are a1roost no Marxists divorces consciousness from 
at Bard. ~tud~nts who claim needs. Specifically, because 
to be Marxists have only of rationalizations, class 
made a claim, they may have interests, bourgeois ideolo-
adopted a warped version of gy, and other factors, the 
Marxist theory, hut unlike . consciousness of students, 
members of the Democratic or administrators and faculty 
~publican partie~~arxists tend to be divorced from the 
fuust nave praxis~WhJt is concrete needs of certain 
praxis? This is a term which students and sectors of Am-
refers to intentional ac- ' . ericansociety that need to 
tions taken to trancsend or combat sexism. racism, worker 
,overcome society's contra- exploitation. If we had a 
dictions: racism, sexism, sense of collective moral-
imperialism, preju~ice. The ity, passions, responsibil~ 
faculty at Bard may make ity,and commitment, if we 
some small claims to have directed our passions and 
acted through praxis, and moral sense to sO,lve the 
the students who call them- collective problems in the 
selves "Marxists" may have world, then perhaps we. would 
done the same, but neither not waste our time with. sil-
can truly say that they have liness and not treat social 
taken revolutionary acts. If problems as individual dilem'. 
I . !ead Marx and accept his mas. 
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Homosexual Beagle- 50 points 
The l?a.lJ11a~iq.!1- 70 points ' .~, -
Alphonso- 25 points ' 
, Warden- 20 points 
Cas ius:' 35 pot'n'is " 
Edward- 40 point$ 
.Rqland- 10 points 
Jenny- 75 points 
Pooch~ 50 points 
Stella , 
:. 100 pointS • 
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-FIRST ANNUAL 
"BARD PET' HUNT 
!t •• _ . '." -
Ther~ has been a lot of controversy over the dogs and cats that 
,_ rtl:ri '~ild on this'campus. But come the fir~t of December those problems 
should end abruptly. Those of you wit~l an ~ppetite for advent~e will 
have the oppor~unity on that weekend to test your skills in marksmanship 
ap.'d cU:fining. 'On Saturday, beginning at 6:-00 AM, there will b~ an "open 
s~ason" on all non-human aI~!mals found on the Bard CqIlege Camp~~. 
In light of the recent disputes over tlus pet peeve, a "~'og-shoot" 
seem's to be the most effective and sporting of solutions. Certainly, most 
pet 'owners at B~r_d love their furry friends dearly, but when face~ ~ith , 
fines,of up to $3'00 they most prudently see that student and dog must 
p.fr.t. It is a sad but logical decision and those pet owne;s that 'see the in-
.~0tability of thi~ sporting event and give th~ir full cooperation to those 
, ~tganizing it, 'should be highly commended. 
( .,' . .',' . . 
,,:"': .~" - Above, are ten photographs of s9me of the dogs (and cat) known 
' ~o .frequent this campus: Below each picture is the name of the pet an~ its 
,point value when ~li'~hlatecl: 'the' p'~i~'~ val~~s' ~r~~~h '~~im~i '~~ri~s 'fr'~~·.' 
, . 
--.. " 
10 to 1 0'0. This value represents the relative ease of difficulty involved in 
eliminating that particular animal. For example, Yecha has a point value 
of 10 because he is a docile and trusting animal, whereas Stella has the 
highpoint value of 100 because she is so sweet and squirmy. All cats have 
a value of 5 points regardless of their personality or habits .. :; 
The Fi'rst Annual Bard Pet HUllt is not some wild ~h~ot-out. 
It has many rules and regulations that must be complied with in order 
. , 
to make a participant eligible. For example, a participant may only use 
·a firearm of a particular type specified by the Bard Bunters Club, such 
as a 30.06 or a 7mm hunting rifle. Shotguns and buckshot will not be 
permitted except in the elimination of cats. Handguns are not allowed 
~n'der any circumastances. Details including rules about Hrearms and 
ballistic types will be sent to those who apply., ,Au application along with 
approval are necessary in order to become eligible. Send applications to 
the Bard Hunters Clut, Box 719. Please include a description of your 
firearm. Applications must be received before Thanksgiving brecJc . 
~ - ,,-
'. . 
Prizes will be awarded to those who accumulate the highest number afJoints, 
First Prize: A Remington 2007 12-guage semi-automatic shotgun. 
Second Prize: The "kill" of your choice professionally stuffed and mounted on a genuine 
mahogony base. . 
Th!rd)~*e: . .tW tb.-dJee,r you c;a,n drink at Adolph 's the evening follOWing the competition. 
All non-Bard students are ineligable. Faculty are welcome and encouraged to participate. 
• 
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~Rer CHASTE by JedSchwartz 
I wanted to get laid so who are never late to class. 
badly on'e Friday night that (They did not look like they 
I looked' up Turabian. and had stomach aches.) The 
'·asked what she thought about professor se~ed to defe~t: 
1:t. Turabian,' under -7": '357.4, the principles of J:lumal:'l " 
-~st:iucted me 'to read :9~ver- physi~i~g~c~(_~~pi.ra~!9~,·,J;>V n b8'oks on the stt3~:C;t" and': speaking for two hours with-
then sUbSequently"' to foot- out once gasping, for air. 
note my affairs proper.~y, I had some tootsie-rolls in 
using anew ribbo~ on un- my shirt pocket_ Breakfast' 
ruled theme paper;'8~ by il was never so sweet. 
inches, leaving a margi~. l~: A very p~~ttygirl with ,a 
inches on the left 'and 1 long ponytail" and braCes o,n 
inch on all three O1;:h~i ,'" h~r teeth tapped me on the 
sides of the paper. . shoulder' and asked me 
So .I werit to the library; wha:t ~ demand deposit' . 
read The Joy of Sex I More was.' I tried to whisper but 
Joy of Sex, and Leaaer~ of, the tootsie-rolls had this 
HiA'/l1RJNG--
-roc-unls 
-nwbouks 
··"seel books 
-t1(.1Q books 
-ullclergroutd c~ 
He specialize jl" Q)utet"lJOraty 
Poetry. 
the Bolshevi~t Revo+ut.ion I 'I funpy. syru~~y liquid which b." Tillk"r SIn!,ol-
which served, to calm me ran down my throat and 
down'a Ii ttle 'from the othe:r threate~ed to, crack my 'Wc",dm'c:k, ~w lfi'rk. 
books. It ~as 'Friday 'night voice. ''!\-hem,:'' I said. A 1'11'" C.,.7_"!:lJ.l7.!' 
though, ~nd there ~ere not demand deposit, I explained, .::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ .. 
any fem~lep'eciple ~.n. the was simply just a, checking 
library. account~ a mode of exchange 
So I went to Oswald's where.' almost, as g?od as money 
everybody, as' 'they' say: here . since it c;:ould b~ ~~changed 
in America', ihtmgs out'. " (Ask for some~ing I ,,,,,anted. I 
'them what they're hang:!.ng wondered,' i~, ~J;:,could caress 
Ol:tt next time .:~Til'fs"--i_s'" sure he.r thighs 'f!; ex~ha~ge for 
> "'"' . ' ~ • ".~- t· .. ':J, • ' " 
to provoke ~ fight, WhlCh a ch~ck. (She had very round 
Americans love.) The girls thighs.), 
danced to songs called My I we,nt to .1Ullch to eat 
Sharona, Good Girls DOn't something other than 
(But' I Do), and Bad Gl;l's. toots ie-rolls • 'There were 
I tried to dance with them bologn~ s~dwiches, salami 
but there was not much room sandwiches_or a third cat-
to move my bOdy. egory,' gook-- nobody ever 
I left the dance floor and knew the composition. I 
sa t' at a table". I tried to chose a bologna sandwich 
look sexually onmiscient but ona roll ~ and a bowl of 
by my owpscrutiny in tbe._ j~.119 for dessert. I 
mirrored ceiling, the effect imagined my dessert to be 
w~s com+?al~ ~ ... ~~:}""or.,~. er~ .. d:".,~. a ~~ecific.J?~~t _of~ema~e ~'-'\.:p~Itel:s'.of ~er. ~e_-F' ~4f:omy. I played wlth it 
waitress was very pretty for a little while, teas-
and very seXy. (Very' round ingly licking just the sur-;-
hips.),I had trouble naming~, face, then deeper, deeper. 
a beer1 I was so nervous. ~ and deeper until Ihadeat-. 
I . remembered -a one-syllable en ' it all. " '" 
beer and stammered, "Bud!' Now I have a paper to write 
,I awoke Monday morning with in which I must criticize 
a very bad feeling in my James' Turn of the Screw 
stomach and a missile which so I can get an A. in Englist 
threatened to-water my pede Literat~r~, so I 'can gr~-
Time for macroeconomics. I uate from ~n American 
sQurried along to class with college, so I can g~t a, 
my classnl"ates who we~e also good pay~ng American job, 
late to class.' Professor . so I won't have to play witt 
peusenb~~~. ~~.~ ~~~~i .~9.-i~' my~ d~s~~lJtt a.t? ).unch~;~,~;,.,~ 
the same' four poindexters _ •. <~ more.. " . 
MELLE 
auto parts 
AMERICAN 8c FOREIGN PARTS 
·17 SOUTH BROADWAY 
RED HOOK·, N.Y. 
P.ll 
t e • 
red 
·ook 1ft 
floral shop * 
PTD Service ..... P1oWef ................ " ~ 
19i. ~k,t St. . ked ~ook J( 
GARD'E 
RUe,KING ... 
~ 
"Enlightened Freight Service N 
- Ca~go or People -
Reasonable R.,ates: Ca~h or Stash 
, Contact- SPIKE Box-399 or 
3is VEAR OLD WHITE MALE would like 10 
muc a lady 28-"0, honest and sincere., Bill 
StoAI .. 1ox 7.000-03, Texarkana, Ttxu 75501 
" 
CHECKING & SAVINGS 
ACCOUNTS 
S'SS'SSSSSSSSSSS$SSSSSS$S~~ 
. 28 West Mar'ket St., Re<t HQok 
758·2311 ..... 
.... ..,. • <! . : '. 'I: . '·'f · ..... __.... __ ........... ~_~iIIIIiIII_ ..... __ ......... __ ...... ____ .. 
ANNANDALE .... 
OPEN EVERY DAY 
12pm-3am HOTEL 
Downstairs Bar Open: 
Thursday- 9pm-3am 
Friday- 9pm-3am 
Saturday- 9pm-3a~ 
Food Served Upstairs: adol hs Sunday~Wednesday, 12mn-2am . Thursday-Saturday, 12mn-2:30am 
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-~~--~~----~--~~~~~~~--~--~-~--~--~~-------~~----~~-, J' ON YOUQ 'OWN " 
"~I " .. , hv "(illllt'('1I I ~S(I'I;1I1(l I 
: films ! 
I at UPSTATE THEATRE... Apocalypse Now 6:45 & 9:30 I 
I Ten 7:15 & 9:45 I 
I Nov. 16-18(Fri-Sun) 'September 30, 1955 . __ T1ie Fish That Saved Pittsburg 7:00 &; 8:45 I 
I Nov. 17(Sat) An Evening With Film (subject to change on a weekly basis) I 
I Critic Ms. Janet Maslin playing at the KINGSTON CINEMA I (at 8pm only) Ulster Ave. Mall 336-6077 
- I Nov.~20 & 21(Tue-Wed) Running Fence Matinee every Sun. 2:00pm I 
1 Nov. 20(Tue) Art Historian, Prof.Tom Admission-$3.50 for adults I 
I Wolf presents Running 
I . Fence 
I Nov. 23-25(Fri-Sun) Five Easy Pieces 
I Nov. 26(Mon) music ... The Woodstock 
I Chamber Players 'at 8:00pm 
Nov. 27 &; 28(Tue-Wed) The Courage of the People 
I presented by Dr. John Gerassi 
I Nov. 29-Dec. 2 Children Of Paradise 
J (Thu-Sun) (at 7:30 only) 
., Dec. 4 & 5(Tue-Wed) We Are All Arab Jews In Israel 
( 
I 
Showtimes: Tue.,Wed.,Thu., Sun., 7:30pm 
Fri., Sat., 7:30 & 9:30pm 
(unless otherwise noted) 
Phone: 876-2515 
Admission: $2.00 adults 
(schedule subject to change) 
at SUNY at New Paltz ... 
Nov.' 16(Fri) 
Lecture Center 104 
8:30pm Free 
Nov. 18(Sun) 
OMB Auditorium 
6:30 & 9:30pm $1.00 
The Sound and Rhythm of 
Young Japan 
China Syndrome & 
Hiroshima 
Starting Over 7:10 & 9:20 
(tentitively running ttill 
at the MAYFAIR CINEMA 
Kingston 3~6-5313 
Admission-$3.50 for adults 
Breaking Away 
at the LYCEUM THEATRE 
Redhook 758-3311 
Showtime: Mon-Thu 7:00 
12/1) 
Fri-Sat 7:00 & 9:15 
Sun 5:30 & 2:30 
A~mission: $1.50 1 
~~----------------------------------~ 
• • musIc 
at the Last Chance ... 
Nov. 15 (Thu) 
Nov. 16 (Fri) 
Ralph 
Tony Williams &; 
Dry Jack 
Home of the Last Chance Jazz Band 
(every Saturday night) 
I 
I 
I 
f , 
I 
I 
1 
I Lecture Center 102 Legend of Bailiff Sansho phone: 452 1862 
'I 7: OOpm Free 
J Nov.' 20 ( Tue ) 
i Lecture Center 
, I 7 : OOpm Free 
, J 
102 
I 
J 
More info call 257-2193 
College at New Paltz. 
Heart 
Poughkeepsie 
at the Lake ... 
. 
Nov. 18 ( Sun) Maria Muldaur 
Joyous Lake, Woodstock, 679-9300 
Admission to this show appA $5.00. 
IL-------------------____ ~.~ __ ~". ____ ------------~~--------~at the Bardavon ... 
I 
I 
1 
t 
. I 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
r 
J . 
I 1 . 
CATSKILL CENTER FOR PHOTOGRAPHY RECEIVES NTSqA GRANT 
.. '"; 
>'The New York State Council for the Arts has awarded 
the Catskill Center For Photography in Woodstock a 
$15,850 grant for the facility's 1979-80 exhibition, 
workshop and talk programs. A part of the grant is 
also designated for the photographers in the region. 
Further information on this program will be available 
during the winter. ~ 
CCFpts fully-equipped, profess10nal darkroom facil-
ities are available for rental Friday through Tuesday 
. from l1am to 4:30pm, and on Monday and Thursday even-
ings from 7 to 10pm. The rental fee is $2.75 per hr. " 
Darkroom use is by appointment" only. More. info: CCFP, 
S9A Tinker St., Woodstock, 679-9~57J ffaran Morthland 
I ' 
J • 
I " 
I 
I ." 
I 
Nov. 18 (Sun) 8:00pm The Renart Trio 
Beethoven's "Archduke" Trio 
Filigree 
Faure, Giuliani, Persichetti, 
Alwyn. 
Bardavon 1869 Opera House 
Poughkeepsie, 473-2072 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I L-__________________________________ I 
PlANNED PARENTHOOD OF DUTCHESS-ULSTER, INC. 
85 MARKET STREET, POUGHKEEPSIE,NEW YORK 1~~601 
CONI'ACT: 
PHQNE: 
Joan Russomano 
471-1530 
Plarmed Parenthood will hold 4 clinic ses-
sions in its 86 Montgomery St., Fhinebeck 
location in November. . 
Clinics will be held. in the morning, after-
noon or evening . . 
I Clinic sessions include pelvic and breast . 
examination, papsmear ,cO'lIDsel:ing and prescrip-
tion of a birth control method. For app. call 
the Planned Parenthood office at 876-2322. 
Office hour'S ar'e Monday and Thursday., 8-4. 
.iIlium nub :!Iatiau Ifnbgts 
AuttqUtB 
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